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A Brief Introduction to the Special Issue

On August 3rd, 2010, CMWRC observed Swami Chinmayananda Mahasamadhi Day.  As we do 
every year,  Acharyas and members get together to remember Pujya Gurudev who attained 
Mahasamadhi on August 3rd, 1993.  The event is held at Chinmayam, the main CMWRC center in 
Silver Spring, Maryland, under the guidance of our resident Acharya, Pujya Swami Dheerananda.

The theme of this year's observation was Chinmaya Study Groups.  Many study groups were 
represented at the event.  They described how they organized themselves, how they operate, study, 
learn from each other, encourage each other, get guidance from the Acharyas and how it has 
helped them individually.

Swami Dheeranandaji, inspired by the study group presentations, sought to spread 
awareness and benefits of the study group to all.  He asked Sree Kumarji to coordinate and make 
this special issue of Chinmaya Smrithi happen.

This issue is centered around two themes.  The first is about the study groups.  Starting with 
words of Gurudev, the issue offers a tour of the study groups in the Washington DC Metropolitan 
area.   Finally the theme concludes with inspiring words and encouragement from study group 
coordinator, Vijay Kumarji, for those who might be interested in joining study groups or even 
forming new ones.  

The success of any spiritual study requires inspiration and guidance from a realized master. 
The second theme of this special issue is Sat Guru (a realized master).  Starting with words of 
Gurudev on the glory of the Guru, the issue invokes shlokas and sthothrams to invoke the grace and 
blessings of Pujya Gurudev.  The “Chinmaya Nama Sthothram”,  is a recent composition of Pujya 
Guruji Swami Tejomayananda.  This composition recites the 108 names of Gurudev in the form of 
sthothram.  It appeared in August 2010 issue of Tapovan Prasad.  We have reproduced it here for 
the benefit of our readers.

- Editors
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Why Study Groups

"Mere listening to my Yagnas will not add to your beauty. These ideas are to be reflected deeply 
and digested slowly. This process is hastened only when you discuss what you have studied with 
others. Study groups constitute the heart of our Mission . The ideas gathered by you, when 
discussed with others, not only become deeply rooted in yourself, but as they become clearer in 
your own understanding, they also inspire those who listen to you. Thus, each student, while trying 
to strengthen his own understanding, can become an instrument for the spread of this knowledge. 
This process is the dynamic STUDY SCHEME followed in the Vedantic tradition. This is not a 
Chinmaya methodology, it is the most ancient Vedantic tradition of Study."
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Brief Tour of Chinmaya Study Groups
 in the Washington DC Metropolitan Area

 CHINMAYA STUDY GROUP, AT CHINMAYAM – SRI NANIK LAHORI

Chinmaya Study Group meets every Saturday from 8 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. in Chinmayam, 46 Norwood 
Road, Silver Spring, MD.  It was started in 1985 in Chevy Chase, MD, and Acharya Vilasiniji was its 
first coordinator. When Chinmaya Mission Washington Regional Center bought its own premises in 
Silver Spring, the Study Group moved to this building in 1989 and continued to meet there even 
when classes were held in Cloverly Elementary School and Blake High School. When new building 
was constructed, Study Group moved to the new building, where it continues to meet. The current 
coordinator of the group is K. Sree Kumar (kskumar108@hotmail.com; 301-926-0038). Sadhaks 
attending the group varied from 5 to 25. 

The group essentially follows the pattern and syllabus prescribed by Sri Gurudev as modified by Sri 
Guruji. Deviation from the syllabus occurs when there is a spiritual camp in which a particular 
vedantic book had been covered by Sri Guruji or one of the visiting acharyas. On such occasions, we 
repeat the same text to reiterate the teachings of the acharyas and share the thought processes 
that had been evoked in our mind by those teachings.

We start the session with a brief 10 minutes meditation followed by invocational mantra, and a 
brief narration of incidences in the life of the members during the past week, which relate to what 
we discuss in the group. 

Currently, we are discussing a book “Jnanasarah” written by Sri Guruji. This is one of the four 
sections of ‘Sadhana sopana’ – the steps to Sadhana. Vedanta had been explained in the most 
simplest terms in these 4 sections comprising 84 verses. The 4 sections are Manahsodhanam – 
purification of the mind, Jnanasarah – the essence of knowledge, Bhakti Sudha – nectar of 
devotion, and Dhyanasvarupam – nature of meditation. In sequence, we have completed 
Manahshodhanam and currently discussing Jnanasarah. In this book, Sri Guruji expounds the 
essence of Supreme knowledge in 18 simple easily comprehensible verses aimed at helping the 
“seekers to gain a clear concept of spiritual path and the goal”.

With the help of the interpretations given by Sri Gurudev, Sri Guruji, and other masters (Bhagawan 
Ramana Maharshi, Sri Ramakrishna Paramahamsa) in the previous books we discussed and 
Sadhana Sopana, we are trying to find answers to the questions Who am I? From where have I  
come? What is this world? Who is this God that people worship? and What is the purpose of my  
life?

Drop in on any Saturday at 8 a.m (usually we do not meet on summer holidays) and engage yourself 
in discussing your life experiences vis-à-vis the experiences of other Sadhaks in our journey of life. 
Let us try to improve the quality of life through quietening the mind and meditation.

mailto:kskumar108@hotmail.com
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 CHINMAYAM SUNDAY MORNING STUDY GROUP – SRI PRAVEEN KUMAR

Meets from 8.50 AM to 9.50 AM 

Coordinator – Praveen Kumar 

Regular participants 6 – maximum 8, The group consists of parents whose children are language 
students 

Has been meeting for the past 4 years 

Completed Adi Sankara’s Atma Bodha in the past two years 

Yet to decide on the text for the coming year 

As all of you would know Atma Bodha is a prakarana book, a book that explains sastras and does 
not have any original thoughts. In the introduction to his commentary, Gurudev describes it as one 
of the books that Adi Sankara wrote for introducing Vedanta to infants in the spiritual world. I 
would think that it is an apt description of us all, i.e., the participants in the study group: we really 
think of ourselves as infants in the spiritual world! 

Before I get into what Sadhana do members of the group observe, let me briefly describe the 
structure of each session. We start with an invocation and then chant the first verse of Atma Bodha 
– which goes ‘Tapobhi ksheena papanaam…’ This verse is used as a reminder of what each seeker 
needs to do to be a fit student of Atma Bodha. He or she needs to quieten his mind through self-
control and austerities and be a Mumukshu. This verse has often been discussed in the group, most 
of us feel that we are not yet mumukshus – none of us feels that burning desire for moksha. Does 
that make us unfit or unprepared for a study of Atma Bodha? Swamiji can perhaps answer that 
question better, but we in the group have taken a view that we just need to trudge along. Even if we 
are not mumuksus, the benefits of even small progress on the spiritual path are worth going along. 

In each session apart from reading and discussing the commentary in the text, we also listen to 
Gurudev’s talks on Atma Bodha. For this purpose we have split the 6 mp3 files in the Atma Bodha 
DVD into one mp3 file for each shloka (68 mp3 files). This allows us to play one shloka at a time very 
conveniently. 

The key theme of Atma Bodha is that when the ignorance disappears, the true nature of self is 
revealed. Atma Bodha consistently stresses the role of knowledge in getting rid of ignorance. It says 
that through discriminative self-analysis and logical thinking one should separate the pure self from 
the upadhis – the sheaths and the activities of the BMI. This discriminative analysis takes the form 
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of neti neti. Beautiful description of the nature of atman is enunciated in several verses in Atma 
Bodha (starting with Nirguno nishkriyo nityo, nirvikalpo niranjana…) and later on what is brahman – 
or actually not Brahman -- (in verses that end with tad brahm iti avdharyet) have really enthralled 
the group. 

In each session the group relates vedantic teachings to situation in their daily lives. The discussion is 
lively, well in the spirit of discriminative and logical analysis expounded by Atma Bodha. Each week 
we depart with the objective that members will spend time in introspection and thinking about 
what was discussed in the session. 

Often times a question is asked: Are we making progress spiritually? Happily, so far everyone seems 
to have a positive reply. All of us report a quieter mind. 

So in terms of Sadhana, I think I speak for the group when I say that the group spends most of its 
time on Shravana and Manana. I take Shravana to mean not the physical act of hearing alone but 
trying to gain a clear and complete and comprehensive understanding of the words of the 
Mahavakyas. 

Individual members of the group could be doing meditation, but I would not know if it would 
qualify for Nididhyasana. Members would need to speak for themselves on that. My general sense 
is that most of us are not just there yet. 

 

 COLUMBIA STUDY GROUP, COLUMBIA, MD – SRI JOSYULA RAMACHANDRA RAO

We meet at the residence of Sriram and Radha Padmanabhan every Sunday between 6:00 p.m. and 
7:00 p.m. The number of regular participants is between 5-7. Sriram coordinates and the facilitator 
is Dr. Nagaraj Neerchal (410-707-5212, nagaraj@umbc.edu). We have been meeting for about 3 
months now. The book we are currently studying is the Upadesa Saram of Bhagawan Ramana 
Maharshi.

The study group was started by Sri Vijay Kumar ji who graced the first few classes and gave us the 
format to work. Aruna and Mani bring a sense of continuity and steadiness in perspective given 
their long association with the Mission and Gurudev Chinmayananda ji. We assign the verses to 
members in turn and the member takes the lead in presenting the verse and starting the discussion. 
Prior to the initiation of the discussion, the group studies the verse by reading it aloud and also 
goes over the commentary, thus giving the moderator an opportunity to draw out the basic theme 
of the verse. We discuss the verse's application in our daily lives and what we understand from 
Guru ji's explanation. As one of us attends the Thursday class of the Drig Drishya Viveka
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(and Dakshinamoorthy stotram in the past) at Kailas Nivas we get the perspective from that class as 
well.

A group of rishis once lived in the Daruka vana, practising rituals by which they acquired great 
powers. By the same means, they hoped to attain mukti. However, they were wrong, for action can 
only result in action, not in the cessation of action; rituals can produce powers but not the peace of 
liberation. In order to remove the veil of their ignorance, the divine life, Lord Siva appeared as a 
wandering mendicant. Vishnu accompanied him as Mohini. The rishis were smitten with Mohini 
and their concentration was disturbed. Their wives fell in love with the mendicant. Incensed at this, 
they conjured up an elephant and a tiger through their magic. Siva, slew them and took the 
elephant's skin for a robe and the tiger's for a wrap. The rishis then created a goblin: the apasmara 
purusha and Siva crushed the goblin under his foot thus removing the veil of ignorance. The ever-
merciful Lord then explained to them that it is not by action but by renunciation of action that one 
attains liberation.

 This instruction has been passed on to us as Upadesa Saram. In the verses we studied so far, 
Bhagawan Ramana Maharshi explains that desire prompted action is futile. He then gives the steps: 
Karma Yoga. Then he proceeds to Bhakti Yoga: worship, praise and meditation. He emphasizes that 
quiet japa is superior to loud praise. The stream of meditation on the Lord is akin to a river 
continuously flowing towards its source. Thus, we need to view the Lord as the I within. He advises 
to follow Ashtanga Yoga. This will result in destruction of the mind. (The destruction of the three 
kinds of thoughts by Tripurantakaya).

 He then turns to the direct question: what is the mind? He emphasizes that thoughts alone 
makeup the mind and that when the thoughts are aligned the mind will automatically perish with 
the grace of the Lord. The multitude of thoughts is distilled to the analysis of the I thought and the 
other thought which then progressively is reduced to the I thought and thence to the I as I. The I as 
I is nothing but the infinite self which is effulgent as the sun covered the eclipse and exists in all the 
three states of the mind. (Rahu-grasta-divakarendu-sadrsho maya-samaacchaadanaat SanmaatraH 
karanopasamharanato yo'bhut-sushuptaH pumaan | )

We are now looking forward to the next verses where Bhagavan will analyze the ego and the sense 
of awareness.

            *           *           *           *           *           *           *           *           *           *

Satyam bruyat priyam bruyat na bruyat satyam apriyam | 

Priyam ca na anritam bruyat esha dharmah sanatanaa || 
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Speak truth in such a way that it is pleasing to others. Please never speak truth in an unpleasant 
way. Never speak untruth, even if it sounds pleasant. This is the path of eternal morality, sanatana 
dharma.

 
STUDY GROUP AT FREDERICK – SMT DEVI RAMASESHAN

We have weekly study groups at Frederick, Maryland led by Acharya Anantji. We meet at Sukanya & 
Sathya’s home (1732 Wheyfield Dr, Walkersville,Md) or Lakshmi & Ram’s home (7013, Arlington 
Manor  Circle East, Md 21703) on every Wednesday between 7:30-9:00pm. About 10-15 adults 
attend the satsang. We also have some devotees from Ohio joining us by phone. We have 
completed Vishnu Sahasranamam   and currently we are doing Upadesa Sara. Lakshmi Yelamanchi 
is the coordinator (Tel: 301-663-3738; e-mail: dlyelamanchi@yahoo.com)

Vishnu Sahasranamam 

We start our sessions with chanting of Vishnu Sahasranamam and ending with Arathi. Vishnu 
Sahasranamam was chanted by Bheeshma when he was lying on the arrow bed made by Arjuna. 
Sahasranamam has 1000 different and wonderful names of Lord Vishnu. Acharya Anantji explained 
the different names of Lord Vishnu very patiently, precisely and properly. 

Upadesa Sara 

Upadesa Sara is composed by Bhagawan Ramana Maharishi. It consists of 30 verses and each verse 
is a couplet. It has the essence of all of four yogas namely Karma, Bhakthi, Ashtanga, and Jnana. In 
verse 3, 

                         “Isvararpitam necchaya krtam citta-shodhakam mukti-sadhakam” 

In this verse Bhagawan Ramana Maharishi tells about Iswara-arpana-buddhi and Prasada-buddhi. 
Actions done with an attitude of dedication and surrender to the Lord, without attachment to the 
result, and purifying the mind are means to attain liberation. This is called as ‘‘Iaswara-arpana-
buddhi. Cheerful acceptance of results gained is called ‘Prasada-buddhi’. In simple words we can say 
‘Do the best, leave the rest (unto Him)”. 

Upadesa Sara is packed profoundly with dense meaning. Anantji very neatly unpacks the verses 
word by word and also does elaborate analysis. Anantji makes it very interesting by adding 
metaphors, similes, anecdotes and real stories, starting from Laurel and Hardy to Madoff scam. 

Keeping Gurudev’s words,”If I rest, I rust” the devotees at Frederick attend the classes 
enthusiastically and consistently. Definitely these satsangs will evolve our mind better and with 
time we will all become great spiritual seekers, disregarding ‘Preyas Margam’ but embracing 
“Shreyas Margam”. Our humble thanks and pranams to Chinmaya Mission and Acharya Anantji for 
the wonderful satsangs that happen so conveniently in our neighborhood or by just lifting our 
phone receiver. 

Thanks and Pranams.

mailto:dlyelamanchi@yahoo.com
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GAITHERSBURG STUDY GROUP – SRI RAVI RAVICHANDRAN

Started in  2008 fall; Facilitator: Dr. D.C. Rao; Time of meeting: Every Saturday from 7:30 AM-9:00 
AM; Location: Ravi and Meera Ravichandran’s residence, 11138 Rutledge Dr, North Potomac, MD 
20878, Phone number 301-279-0434, Email ravi5211@yahoo.com; communications coordinator: 
Richa Agarwala- email richa@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov

Completed texts: Bhaja Govindam, Tatva Bodha; Currently studying: Aatma Bodha

Why Study Group is important?

The study group is yet another forum where the seeker gets to listen, reflects and tries to practice 
vedantic way of life.  Br. Atharvana Chaitanya in his answer to a question, highlighted  Study Group 
as one of the avenues available to those persons who can spare only weekends. He further states 
that the Study Group is the forum in which the participants can share the assimilated knowledge 
with each other. 

The number of members who attend our group is anywhere from 4 to 8. We are indeed very 
fortunate to have Dr. D.C Rao as our facilitator. We look forward to having very stimulating 
discussions in our weekly meetings with Dr. Rao. The format is typically, every week at least two 
slokas are assigned to two members. The assigned member presents the material and all others join 
in very interesting discussion which is filled with personal reflections of each member of the group.

 

GERMANTOWN STUDY GROUP – SRI RAM PALANIAPPAN

Facilitator: Vijaykumarji. Time: Every Sunday  4:00 p.m – 5:30 p.m. Co-ordinator: Ram Palaniappan. 
Contact Phone: 301-275-4065 (Mobile); 301-662-3113 (Home); Email: 
germantown_gita_study@yahoogroups.com. Location:  12120 Songbird Lane, Germantown, MD 
20876

 Our study group is new, have just started 3 months ago at Germantown. We are currently studying 
Bhagavad Gita text, chapter one.  The class starts at 4 pm. We first start with contemplation, with 
Siva mantra for few minutes. Then our teacher Vijaykumarji teaches us Bhagavad Gita slokas 2-4 per 
week. The last 20 minutes there is a Q&A and group discussion section. And our teacher help us 
how to apply the Gita principles to our life and how the principles are related to our day to day 
activities.

mailto:germantown_gita_study@yahoogroups.com
mailto:richa@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
mailto:ravi5211@yahoo.com
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ROCKVILLE, MD STUDY GROUP - SMT MARY CADDEN

Rockville Study Group is facilitated by D. C. Rao.  Our group started over 10 years ago, and I joined 
about 8 years ago.  We meet on Sunday mornings in DC’s dining room.  We are currently finishing-
up Chapter 16 of Bhagawad Geeta, Divine and Devilish Estates, and have a clear understanding of 
what constitutes a positive practice, that is, what is to be pursued and what is to be avoided in life!

Before DC returns for a long-trip to India, we agree on a subject to study during his absence and 
meet at my apartment.

Our current group has 7 members and is diverse and eclectic. For example, our birth origins are 
different—some members were born and raised in India and others in different regions of the 
United States.  Our ethnicity is diverse; and our “cradle” religions are from different denominations 
of both Hinduism and Christianity.  One man is a first generation Indian American born in the 
United States.  Two others were born and raised in India.  Of the 3 men in the group: one is retired 
from the World Bank, another active at the World Bank, and another works for USAID.  Of the 4 
women, one has a Ph.D. in Biology and works on plant protection internationally for the US 
Government; another just received a Masters in Art Education and teaches Art and Yoga; another, a 
midwife, just left for a year to study Vedanta at a Chinmaya Mission Center in California.  I, myself, 
was raised a Catholic.  After retiring from a corporate job, I decided to return to school and 
completed two masters in pastoral studies at Loyola University Maryland.  I work as a crisis 
counselor; and, in the fall, am starting Loyola’s Certificate in Spirituality and Trauma.

What our study group has in common is a love for Vedanta.  Our sessions are lively and highly 
interactive.  We have a deep respect for one another and for the Hindu scriptures.  We are aware, 
dedicated to understanding the meaning of the Scriptures, and finding the courage to apply them 
to ourselves.  In this endeavor, the study group provides the right environment of support.

It is important to note that studying The Holy Geeta helps me to better understand Catholicism and 
realize that the tenants of both religions are universal. 

It is a privilege and honor to be a member not only of our group but the larger body of Chinmaya 
Mission. I am grateful to DC Rao for providing me the opportunity to represent Rockville Study 
group and I wish all of you the very best.  Thank you. 

Hari Om!
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 URBANA STUDY GROUP, URBANA, MD – SRI BASU HOMBAL

This group is meeting since July 2006 (Just over 4 years) at Sangmesh-ji’s house in Villages of 
Urbana, Frederick, under the guidance of Shri D.C Rao-ji and Acharya Anant-ji. This group has 
around 10 members. We meet every Friday @ 7.30 PM EST for 1 hour and 30 minutes.

We start with Guru strotram. Sangamesh-ji is our class lead.  Based on the book that we are 
discussing Sangamesh-ji assign a verse to each of the members of the group to prepare and explain 
during the class. We normally cover a part of chapter or 2 to 4 verses depending on the complexity. 
If there are any audio commentaries available on the book we are discussing, it will be shared with 
all the members in advance, as it will be helpful in preparation. We read the key part of the chapter 
or verse together and then assigned participant provides explanation on the topic or verse. Based 
on the explanation provided other members raise questions and/or participate in the discussion. 
Shri D.C Rao-ji ( most of the time) provides feedback, clarifies all the doubts, provides detailed 
explanation with examples which are very close to our transactional life, so that we understand gist 
of the verse and at the same time ensure that we don’t drift away from the topic that we are 
discussing. We end the session with Shanti Matra and Aarati to Gurudev. When the entire session is 
recorded, it is shared with all the members for further study (Shravana, Manana, and 
Nidhidyasana).

Books we have covered: Self unfoldment and Meditation and Life under guidance of Shri D.C Rao Ji, 
Atmabodha under guidance of Acharya Anantji and Shri D.C Rao ji.
Currently we are studying Vivekachoodamani under the guidance of Shri D.C Rao-ji. So far we have 
covered 94 Verses in the book. 

What made me to join the class?
All of us are in pursuit of Happiness. In-spite of achieving goal of becoming engineer, having family 
and house, I always felt some thing was missing. State of the mind was not stable in all situations at 
work, home etc., I felt pursuit of happiness is not going in the right direction. Chinmaya Mission and 
this study group gave me opportunity to explore who am I and my purpose of life.  This is the 
feeling of all the members of this group. We are all still beginners in this quest, however all of us 
have experienced the change in our attitude at work (significant) and at home.  Self management 
techniques that we have learnt are helping us manage the thought flow in us to certain extend.
Couple of practice items that we are trying to implement are 

• Defining small goal and measuring the progress using spiritual dairy
• Reminding our true nature every two hours to ensure we experience the self. 

We sincerely thank from the bottom of our heart, Chinmaya Mission, Sri Gurudev, Guruji, and 
Swami Dheeranandji for giving us this opportunity. We thank Shri D.C Rao-Ji and Acharya Anant-ji  
for guiding us in right way and make sure we understand the concept correctly. We also thank 
Sangmesh-ji for hosting the study group at his house and also managing class schedule, assignment, 
and distributing the audio recordings.
Hari Om.
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ALEXANDRIA STUDY GROUP, ALEXANDRIA, VA – SMT GITA MANI

The Chinmaya Mission Alexandria Study Group was formed in Nov. 2007.  We started the study of 
Bhagavad Gita lead by Vijaykumarji. He reads sloka by sloka with great enthusiasm and knowledge. 

We start off with a beginning prayer after which there is a brief meditation. There is class discussion 
and everyone participates in a Q&A session also. We end with a closing prayer followed by the 
Pledge. 

For the last 3-4 months Raju Chidambaram has been leading our group of 15 members. We 
changed our format to watching Gurudevji's DVD and discuss 3-4 slokas each week. It is very 
interesting listening to Gurudevji's lectures. We just finished Chapter 8.
Our Study Group is hosted by Dr. Ram and Kamala Nagula at their home in Alexandria. 
The group is eager to add interested students. Please contact nagula@cox.net for more 
information. Tel: 703-660-6734.

VANAPRASTHA STUDY GROUP, ASHBURN, VA – SRI GANESH KINI

On August 3rd Ramakrishnan spoke on behalf of our Vanaprasta group from Ashburn as follows:

 “I simplified my learning from scriptures. Whatever we do we need to be righteous, right and 
rightful to our conscience or practice "Dharma Karma." He said, "Be right, right, right in everything 
you do - period.”

Vanaprastha group of Ashburn meets every Thursday from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. at one of the 
members of this group in turns. We have been meeting since December 2008.

Finished studying Bhaja Govindam and  Atma Bodha . Just finished two chapters from Bhagwad 
Geeta and will be meeting next in the month of September.

 Coordinator’s name: Initially started by Ramakrishnan and currently coordinated by Ganesh Kini. 
Email: vas.ki@live.com, Tel: 703-229-0359.

LALITA SAHASRANAMA STUDY GROUP, DULLES, VA – SMT JANAKI MAHADEVAN

Location:  Alternates between South Riding (Sriram Lakshminarayaran) and Ashburn (Sirisha Golla). 
Coordinator's name: Sri Gopalakrishna 703-327-8307, sri_gopalakrishna@yahoo.com. Time and 
day of meeting: Every Friday (except last) of each Month - 8:00 - 9:15 PM. Number of participants: 
15 families of which about 6-7 attend regularly. It is a family program with children, adults, and 
grandparents participating. Inception of class:  Since Oct 2009. Current text:  Lalita Sahasranama 
bhashya, using Sri Bhattabhaskara and other Acharyas commentaries. Focus on Vedanta aspect 
through Bhakti and Jnana.

mailto:sri_gopalakrishna@yahoo.com
mailto:vas.ki@live.com
mailto:nagula@cox.net
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Purpose of the Class:  

To learn the Lalita Sahasra nama Stotram correctly.
• To understand/contemplate on the meaning of at least a few names of Sahasra Namavali 

(1000 Names of Lalita Parameshwari), each of which is considered a Mantra by itself.  We 
will use Acharya Bhattabhaskara's commentary with one or two members leading the 
summary of selected verses.

• To chant the Kanakadhara stotram which has been done by several other US Centers that 
have recently acquired new properties.   Chanted with shraddha, This should invoke the 
grace of Devi towards new building efforts of VA Chinmaya Mission center.

 
Class Format:
 

• Guru Stotram
• Reciting the Lalita Sahasranama Stotram, Sri Sharada Bhujangam
• Teach a few verses each week for correct pronunciation 
• Summarize the meaning of select verses of the Namavali  
• Kanakadhara Stotram 
• Conclude with Mangala Arati for Devi 

 
 
 FALLS CHURCH   STUDY GROUP, FAIRFAX, VA – SMT NIRMALA LIMAYE  

Our study group was started by Vilasiniji in her home around 1981.  When she moved to Maryland, 
it continued for few weeks at Prakash Soman’s home and then moved to our home around 
2002.Initially it was moderated by Nilkanth Bhat. When he moved away, Balanji took over. We 
studied Bhagawad Geeta twice and studied Atmabodh, Bhajagovindam, which was moderated by 
Ramchandranji.  Now we have no moderator but, we have started Vivekchudamani by following 
Gurudev’s commemtary. We have a small group of 6 -8 people. We meet on 2nd and fourth Friday 
of the month (it changes if there is a program at Chinmayam). It is held at Prakashji's home if we are 
out of town. We have Ulhas Rajurkar who serves as a communication coordinator. 

HERNDON STUDY GROUP, HERNDON, VA – SRI VIKRAM PRABHU

The Herndon Study Group is one of the oldest in Virginia and was lead previously by Sri Vijay Kumar 
and Dr. Sadananda. It has been in continuous operation since 1987. The current coordinator is 
Vikram Prabhu [ 703-904-0171  vprabhu@mitre.org ]. Dr D. C. Rao has been our guide for the last 3-
4 years. The group meets weekly on Fridays at 8 pm. (We have also experimented with classes on 
Saturdays at noon during the winter).  For many years the meetings were hosted by Veena and 
Kishan Gupta at their home in Herndon (hence the name!). Since the last 3 or 4 years, the meeting 
location is rotated each month among the homes of the members. The number of attendees varies 
between 6 and 10. 
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Given the length of time the group has been operating, several texts have been covered. The last 
few texts covered were Self Unfoldment, Vivekachudamani, Meditation and Life, and Narada Bhakti 
Sutra. The current text being covered is Kenopanishad. We plan to take up the Bhagawad Geeta 
next.

Depending on the text, we assign shlokas to individuals for preparation and the group takes those 
up for discussion. This is complemented by the mission’s audio or video lectures if available.

During the discussions on Kenopanishad, we learnt that the mind always forms concepts about the 
divine and that any conceptualization is limited and is thus, a misrepresentation. The strong 
statements in the Upanishad that what you worship is not Brahman but your own self also created 
much spiritual handwringing. Since the truth is intuitive and the purity of mind is what is needed, 
our practice emphasizes “back to the basics” in terms of our day-to-day transactions. 

CENTREVILLE STUDY GROUP – SRI ANAND KUMAR RAMAMURTHY

The Centreville Study Group meets every Saturday from 4:30PM to 6:00PM at the residence of Sri 
Anandkumar Ramammurthy . The group was started on 14th August 2010. 
 
The group essentially follows the pattern and syllabus prescribed by Sri Gurudev. Currently there 
are about 5-6 people. We are studying Bhagavad Gita. We finished Chapter one and is about to start 
Chapter two. The class starts with a brief 10 minutes guided meditation followed by invocation 
mantra, GuruStotram and Gita Dhyanam.  We then start reciting the verses of Bhagavad Gita and 
Shri Vijaykumarji explains the context and the meaning of the shloka. The explanation of the slokas 
are given by assignment in rotation among the attendees. This helps us to read for the class and get 
prepared. Vijay Kumarji also helps us understand the relevance of Gita in present day and how to 
apply it in our day to day life. 
 
With the help of the interpretations given by Sri Gurudev of Bhagavad Gita, it is easy to understand 
and follow. In addition to helping us learn about text, these sessions provide us with a great 
opportunity to bond and learn from each other in the group. It is really a wonderful opportunity for 
all of us. 
 
Since this is a new class in this area we are focused in marketing and made some fliers. We would 
like to serve the people in the neighborhood, those who are interested in vedantic studies. We are 
looking forward for more people join the group soon. 
 
Coordinator: Shri Vijay Kumarji. Host: Shri  Anand Kumar Ramamurthy. Time: Every Saturday 4:30 
p.m – 6:00 p.m 
 
Contact Phone: 703-474-6294 (Cell)and  703-998-1456 (Home); Email: eranand@gmail.com. 
Address: 14206 Beddingfield Way, Centreville, VA 20121 
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On CMWRC Study Groups
Vijay Kumar

 Chinmaya Study Groups are for those members who long to know more about the Vedanta 
teachings and teachings of Gurudev.  This is achieved by the study of Vedanta through Chinmaya 
Mission texts.  Most of us in today’s busy life, find it difficult to maintain daily discipline and 
motivation in spiritual pursuits and studies. The process of learning and absorbing the teachings of 
Vedanta is three-fold: Sravana (Listening), Manana (Reflection) and Nidi-dhyasana (intense 
meditation and practice).  We had even trouble remembering these three in spite of repeated 
hearing from our Acharyas. So sad is our state. 

We are very sincere and punctual in attending yajnas and camps. We go there on time buy a copy of 
the text, sign the registration form and then attend, then we come home and find that you already 
have a copy of the same text.  What? When did I buy this? Well now you have 2 copies, but not a 
single copy in the mind.  We conveniently forget the verses and its meaning which the acharya 
explained.

So what is the remedy, what is the solution? Here comes the second step in the process. Mananam. 
Mananam is not merely thinking about what we have heard or read. It requires wrestling with the 
ideas, posing arguments and counter-arguments based on related texts or personal experience in 
life. This happens more easily when we engage in discussion with each other. A study group is the 
platform which makes this happen. 

Since healthy reflection and contemplation processes should follow reading or hearing scriptural 
teachings, Study Groups were formed. Chinmaya Study Groups allow like-minded seekers to come 
together every week to read, and discuss spiritual texts and topics-based on a set curriculum-
thereby providing each other with in-depth study, clear and logical thinking, and inspiration for 
personal practice.

A few people in a given area geographically close to each other forms members of the group. A 
Chinmaya Mission member experienced in the Vedanta teachings can inspire to start such group. A 
CM sevak with high enthusiasm and motivation in this field can help interested seekers to organize 
such a study group. A venue is so chosen either at one of the member’s house or any common place. 
The time and text is also chosen based on choice of the majority. 
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Study Groups have a lead moderator, who is an experienced sevak, or guide . This moderator is also 
called a coordinator of the study group. The minimum number required for a group is 5 excluding 
the coordinator. The study group method is a process of collective discussion on a specific topic, 
read by all. The goals of Chinmaya Study Groups are : 

1. To practice mananam, or "reflection", and gain clear insight and understanding of scriptural 
fundamentals, and 

2. To cultivate the art of communicating this scriptural knowledge to others. 

In the study of each verse of each text, these basic steps are followed: 

1. Understanding the context and background of the verse 
2. Connecting the thought flow with the previous verse 
3. Appreciating the deeper import of specific words and expressions used 
4. Relating the various ideas in the verse to an experience of the outer world 
5. Reflecting and contemplating on the verse 
6. Applying the teachings in daily life. 

The benefits of regular attendance and participation in Chinmaya Study Groups are manifold: 

 Knowledge of Hindu scriptures and culture 
 Art of listening 
 Self-discipline 
 Clarity in thinking 
 Perseverance 
 Inner strength to face challenges 
 Self-development 
 Personality transformation 

Now that you have read the basic format and the benefits of Chinmaya Mission Study Group, ask 
yourself these questions

 Am I attending any study Group? 
 Can I be the moderator for any group? 
 Can I help starting another group where currently there is none? 
 How can help in identifying areas where there is a need for such group? 
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Now take this  Pledge: 

It is now my turn, I will help whichever way I can. 

A small note to the readers.:  

You must be a regular reader of Smrithi, if not you wont even reach this far. There are people in 
CMWRC who knows there is “Smrithi” magazine, but never got time to read the articles. 

So here is what you can do, whoever you meet, next time in the center, or sitting next to you during 
Acharya lectures ask this question “Hey did you read Smrithi this time?” Many will say, No, I did not. 
Then tell this” Please read this recent one, it is a special issue on Study Groups, Please read”. 

If you take the contents of this article seriously and by mistake if you decide that you want to help, 
you are welcome to call me even at midnight or send me an e-mail

vijaykumar@rocketmail.com

571.276.7828 (Cell)

703.242.7828 (Home)

703.882.0758 (Work)

At Gurudev’s feet,

Hari om,

Vijay Kumar

mailto:vijaykumar@rocketmail.com
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The Glory of Guru
Swami Chinmayananda

Upasana of the Guru is not a mere servile attendance upon him in an attitude of growing disgust, or 
in a mood of melancholy dissatisfaction. The disciple, out of sheer love and reverence for the 
Master, forgets himself and serves him at all times and in all possible ways; thereby the student is 
made to remember, constantly, the glories and the noble qualities of the Master. The constant 
mental awareness of the Ideal through the person of the Guru slowly and steadily raises the moral 
tempo and ethical goodness in the neophyte who finds himself well-established in his inner purity 
which would otherwise have taken him painfully long years to develop.

Again, this sort of "love-making" with the Guru, not through the heart and its sentiments, but 
through the intellect and its idealization, makes the disciple efficient to set himself in unison with 
the Master which is essential for the student if he is to really benefit by the Master's original ideas, 
minted in the seer's own inner experience. When suggestive words of deep import are given out by 
a Teacher in his moments of inspiration, the student at once understands the Teacher. It is for this 
reason that Sankara is compelled to declare that as a result of Guru upasana, the disciple becomes 
capable of liberating himself from his limitations.

"He, who is well-versed in the scriptures, sinless, unaffiliated by desires, a full knower of the 
Supreme, who has retired into the Supreme, who is as calm as the fire that has burnt up its fuel, 
who is a boundless ocean of mercy that needs no cause for its expression and who is an intimate 
friend of those who have surrendered unto him."

Sankara exhausts his list of adjectives in enumerating the qualities of the true Guru to supplement 
his declaration that the Master should be well-established in the supreme Consciousness. Certain 
qualities which, on a closer observation, reveal that every man of realization and wisdom cannot 
aspire to and become an efficient Teacher of spirituality. To guide and instruct a deluded soul and 
help him to unwind himself and unravel the knotty traits in him, one must have something more 
than a perfect experience. The Teacher must, no doubt have full realization but he must also have a 
complete grasp of the great scriptures. Without the study of the scriptures even the Self-realized 
Master will not have the language or the technique of expression to convey his profound 
knowledge to his disciples.
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Apart from spiritual knowledge and erudition, the Guru must also have great self-control and the 
immense riches of a well-developed heart. He must have an irresistible flow of mercy which 
demands no special cause for its manifestation, especially when it descends upon those who have 
surrendered themselves to him, having reached his feet as spiritual refugees.  It is well-known that 
in all constitutions, laws are prescribed both for the governors and the governed. Sankara is as 
vehement in prescribing specifications for a true and honest Teacher as he is in describing the 
prerequisites for a spiritual aspirant.

"Worshiping that Guru with deep devotion, when he is pleased with your surrender, humility and 
service approach him and ask him to explain what you must know." 

Therefore, Sankara explains how a seeker should approach the Teacher and learn, first of all, to love 
him, trust him and later on, through love-inspired acts of service, become receptive and establish 
an intimate rapport filled with reverence. Such a relationship alone will yield results. Therefore, 
Vedanta is almost overemphasizing the method of approaching the Teacher. These days, 
unfortunately, we find seekers who think nothing about calling over the phone to enquire from the 
Teacher at the other end of the city about the goal of life, the path, and the means and so on. Such 
a telephone-tuition is not possible in spirituality and the seeker of a spiritual life and religious truths 
is asked to approach the Master in an attitude of reverence and surrender. Then alone can the 
Teacher acquaint the disciple with the knowledge of the Self.  Seekers should not misuse the 
Teacher and discuss with him secular questions or domestic problems. It is almost prohibited. He 
should be asked only about the special knowledge of the Self in which he is perfect.

"O Master, O friend of those who reverentially surrender to thee, thou ocean of mercy, I salute 
thee; save me, fallen, as I am into this sea of change, with a direct glance from thy eyes which rain 
nectarine Grace supreme."

Any discordant notes arising in the bosom of the disciple create disturbances which molest rape 
and disturb the true significance of the scriptural words used by the Master during his discourses. In 
order that we ourselves may not create any discordant notes and destroy the harmony, we as 
students are asked to serve and surrender, to pray and worship at the Master's feet.

It is only when an individual develops his sensibility, subtle enough to recognize these weaknesses 
in life that he comes to feel such a pressing urgency for liberation. When he experiences this, he 
comes to demand of the Guru, safety and shelter from the threatening cries of death with their 
poisoning evil experiences in life. We should not construe death to mean only the experience of 
dying which is the lot of all beings, but it is to be understood in its broadest sense as the poison of 
finitude. Every moment there is death, as each experience dies away, and out of its ashes springs 
the next circumstance to be experienced. The disciple asks for guidance to the realms beyond death
—a state of living in which the experience of life is the continuous, homogeneous, Bliss Absolute.
A man of full realization instinctively becomes a lover of the whole universe. Like spring, his is a love 
which demands no cause to flower into a wealth of blossoms. He who has discovered that the Self 
within himself is none other than the All-pervading Consciousness which is non-dual, he 
instantaneously discovers It to be in the core of all pluralistic forms around him.
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It is only when an individual develops his sensibility, subtle enough to recognize these weaknesses 
in life that he comes to feel such a pressing urgency for liberation. When he experiences this, he 
comes to demand of the Guru, safety and shelter from the threatening cries of death with their 
poisoning evil experiences in life. We should not construe death to mean only the experience of 
dying which is the lot of all beings, but it is to be understood in its broadest sense as the poison of 
finitude. Every moment there is death, as each experience dies away, and out of its ashes springs 
the next circumstance to be experienced. The disciple asks for guidance to the realms beyond death
—a state of living in which the experience of life is the continuous, homogeneous, Bliss Absolute.
A man of full realization instinctively becomes a lover of the whole universe. Like spring, his is a love 
which demands no cause to flower into a wealth of blossoms. He who has discovered that the Self 
within himself is none other than the All-pervading Consciousness which is non-dual, he 
instantaneously discovers It to be in the core of all pluralistic forms around him.

There can be no occasion for you to feel a constant hatred for any part of your own body. Even if 
your hand or your leg gives you a dose of pain, your anger towards them cools down when you 
realize that they are but your own hand or leg. For instance, if the finger of your right hand 
accidentally pokes your right eye, it is a case of one part of your body giving pain to another part of 
it. These can be moments of terrible protest of anger mixed with pain. But almost immediately you 
realize that it is your own forefinger that is the culprit and you cool down to a spirit of mercy and 
tolerance and paternally ignore both the offender and the offended. It would be foolish to punish 
the finger for; the pain to it would be more pain to yourself only. Similarly, when one has realized 
that the Reality within him is the pith and substance that constitutes all others in the universe, love 
and kindness are natural and continuous in his bosom for all in the world.

On understanding the essence of Truth in ourselves, we gain a freedom from the sense of finitude 
which was ours so long as we identified ourselves with the body, mind and intellect.

Since these disturbances can no longer affect a man of Perfection, it is one of the surest symptoms 
of knowledge and saintliness if we can observe an individual who is, under all provocative 
circumstances, infinitely at peace with himself and with the world. Therefore a Sant is a man of true 
broad-mindedness which is the natural outcome of kindness, tolerance etc. This is the Flag of 
Realization.

To say that a Mahapurusha after Realization, casting off his desires, will retire, totally, to a dark cave 
in the Himalayas, to count his days of forced existence in this corporeal form is fallacious. He may 
dwell in the cave or may walk about in the market-place; where he lives is a matter of no concern to 
him. Wherever he be, whether in a jail among criminals or among devotees in a temple, irresistibly, 
instinctively, he will spread around him an aura of knowledge, light, cheer, joy and peace. It is his 
very nature. Just as heat is the nature of fire and we cannot say that fire creates or generates heat. 
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Sankara gives us an inimitable example when he compares the Mahatmas and the touch of joy they 
lend to the world with the spring season. When spring comes, it does not court every tree to bring 
forth its flowers, nor does it reach the world and canvass the moon to be brighter, the sky to be 
clearer and cleaner, the grass to be thicker and every heart to be more joyous, The presence of 
spring and the concomitant conditions are complementary. The one cannot be without the other.
Similarly, it is for the Mahatma to spread knowledge and cheer around him and whenever true 
seekers reach him, they are irresistibly drawn into his orbit to bask in the warmth of his personality.
The poetic suggestion is that he, reveling in his own experience, is one who, unasked, helps others 
to cross the shores of delusion and sorrow. Therefore, to surrender to such a one, requesting him to 
save us from our misunderstandings is to assure for ourselves a true liberation—almost a luxury 
liner to Truth! 
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Editor's Note:  This composition by Pujya Guruji Swami Tejomayananda appeared in the August  
2010 issue of the Chinmaya Mission monthly – 'Tapovan Prasad'.  It is reproduced here.
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